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Session 7: Defending

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

-Stance
-1st principle of defense: Pressure
on the ball.

Activity 1

1V1 BASIC DEFENDING
(10-15min)
Start with all kids dribbling
in a grid. Then teach them
proper stance for
defending. Then have half
kids with ball and half
defend. Dribblers dribble
and defenders just work on
stance and staying in front
of ball
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Activity 3

3v1 KEEP AWAY (15-20min)
3 Players in a grid pass to
one another and keep it
away from a 4th player who
is the defender. If the 4th
player kicks it out of the
grid they changes places
with the player who last
touched the ball

Progression:
-Start with dribblers only walking.
Then increase to light jog
-On command say "switch. "
Defenders must find new dribbler
to defend against.

-Focus on ball
-Stance
-Reaction

Activity 2

CONE KNOCK OVER
(10-15min)
2 players face each other
with 2 cones about 15-20
yrds apart. 1 player w/ ball
tries to fake out other
player and knock over cone.
Each player starts on their
own side of the line.

Objectives

Progression:
-Play 2v1 if defender is having
trouble

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

7v7 with goalkeeper.
(20-25min)

-Stance: feet shoulder width apart,
on toes, knees bent, 1 foot slightly
in front of other, hands out for
balance.
-Keep about 1 yrd away
-Eyes on ball not on dribbler
Discovery Question:
-Why do you need to keep your
eyes on the ball and not the
player?
-Why do you need to keep on your
toes?
-When would you try and win the
ball?
-Keep on your toes
-Move to get in front of attacker
before crossing line
-Win the ball when it's off the
attackers foot

Progression:
-Defender can only cross line to
defend cone once they are within 2 Discovery Question:
yard.
-What did you do as an attacker to
-Attacker can change direction and try and fake out the defender?
go toward other cone

-Pressure ball
-"D's" of defending: Close attacker
down, slow down attacker, get
down, stay down
-Decision making
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Key Coaching Points

Click to insert session diagram

-Push defender to one side or
another
-Cut off option
-Quick movement when ball is
passed
-Take their space when ball is off
attackers foot.
Discovery Question:
-When did you slow down the
attacker vs close them down?
-How did you take away options?

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
Are you presenting kids with
problems to solve or answers to
remember. Soccer is a problem
solving game.
HOMEWORK:
Try dribbling only backwards with
the ball
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